INTRODUCTION

Cookbook-type protocols, common to high school and undergraduate-level science classes, are a less effective means of instruction than inquiry-based labs as they allow students to be passive and typically do not require critical thinking (1). They do not accurately reflect the investigative nature of science, where there is no accompanying fill-in-the-blank, universal protocol that is used to discover new information (2, 3). To improve the quality of science education, there has been a push to replace cookbook-style protocols with more open-ended investigative or inquiry-type instruction that is student centered (4–7). Our research has demonstrated increased engagement when students use, or anticipate using, data from their own genome (8). Inquiry-based learning activities model the scientific process much better than cookbook labs and lead to increased understanding of the scientific process (9, 10).

To promote independent learning, we designed our undergraduate course to apply the scaffolding instructional methodology (11) to wean students from cookbook laboratory procedures by sequentially introducing protocols with decreasing amounts of written instructor guidance. Scaffolding originated as adults helped children develop higher psychological functioning and ability to express themselves through guided interactions (12, 13), ultimately enabling children to do things independently that normally require adult guidance and assistance (13). We have applied this method to our Advanced Molecular Biology Laboratory course. Results from our student survey demonstrated significant increases in student confidence to use and adapt new protocols to carry out experiments. Students also showed greatly increased confidence in their ability to troubleshoot and to carry out independent research experiments.

PROCEDURE

Simple, professor-provided protocols

We start with simple, professor-written protocols (Fig. 1). These instructions include detailed steps to accomplish the experiments adapted from kit instructions and simplified for ease of use.

We applied this principle with our DNA fingerprinting module (Fig. 2): students isolate genomic DNA (14), perform PCR, do PCR DNA cleanup and restriction enzyme digests (15), and analyze DNA on gels. Each of the protocols is step-by-step instructions typed out by the professor.

Manufacturers’ protocols with added instructions

In the second phase we use protocols/instructions that come with kits, supplemented with additional instructions by the professor (Fig. 1).

Our Site-Directed Mutagenesis module (Fig. 2) applies this principle. Students isolate plasmid DNA, perform site-directed mutagenesis, bacterial transformations, colony selection, and colony PCR, and sequence PCR products. We use supplemented protocols from the QIAprep Miniprep (16), PHUSION Site-Directed Mutagenesis (17), and the ZERO BLUNT TOPO PCR Cloning Kits (18). Students apply first module protocols as they perform restriction digests, gel electrophoresis, and colony PCR in preparation for sequencing to confirm the success of their mutagenesis.
Manufacturers’ protocols

In the third phase we provide students with only the protocols/instructions that come from the kit (Fig. 1). We use three protocols (short, long, and average-length) students might actually experience in the real world. Students must glean what is necessary from the protocol to be able to do the experiment.

Our Northern Blotting module applies this principle (Fig. 2). Students isolate RNA using TRIZOL Reagent (19), with a two-page protocol outlining multiple procedures. This is followed by northern blotting using a detailed 42-page NORTHERNMAX-GLY kit and protocol (20). Students look through the protocol and decide which steps to include for their application. Finally, we use the Chemiluminescent Nucleic Acid Detection Module and protocol, a straightforward kit and instructions, to visualize the probe on their blots.

Real-life protocols

The final phase in our methodology toward independence is to use protocols the students might receive from other researchers when trying to reproduce published techniques. Students receive a protocol sent from a postdoctoral fellow and a primary-literature paper from which they need to reproduce an experiment. Students follow the postdoc protocol and read and understand the primary literature paper to glean what they need to replicate the experiments contained therein. These are the types of protocols they might encounter in a research career. Using and applying them in a carefully controlled laboratory experience prepares them for independent research.

We applied this principle with our Electroporation Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA) module. The instructional resources for these experiments are a primary research paper (21) and a protocol from a postdoc (G. Ramaswamy, 2003. Gopi’s nuclear extract protocol, personally communicated protocol to isolate nuclear proteins from C. elegans). Students determine how to perform the EMSA in the paper from the materials and methods section and additional outside resources online. The terse protocol provided by the postdoc has each step for nuclear protein isolation, but no logistical commentary. The chemiluminescence kit and protocol used in the third module is again used here to reinforce the skills they previously acquired.

Independent application

Having experienced a range of instructional materials and performed several molecular techniques, students are asked to directly apply what they have learned throughout the semester. The culminating event is when students choose, design, and perform independent projects for the last four weeks of the semester. Students independently come up with their own scientific questions, plan the procedures, find the necessary protocols, and perform the experiments. Instructors only approve their projects and provide the necessary reagents. The pinnacle event is the last day of class when students present their independent projects, complete with background, hypothesis, experimental procedures, data, results, and conclusions to the entire class. With the final independent project, the students have moved from preplanned, instructor-dependent, results-controlled experiments to independently conceived, designed, and executed projects that succeed or fail based on the student.

CONCLUSION

Here we present the application of a scaffolding pedagogical method to transform undergraduate laboratory students into independent researchers. We surveyed student
attitudes about their abilities to perform independent research. Student abilities to independently plan and execute appropriate experiments increased, as did their confidence to do independent research (Appendix 2, Measuring Learning). This methodology is likely applicable to any lab course in life sciences striving to develop independent undergraduate researchers. Consistent results between three sections taught by three different professors suggest that this method is not instructor specific, but generally applicable.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

Appendix 1: Methods (course sections, survey instrument, data analysis, advanced molecular biology laboratory protocols, laboratory safety procedures)

Appendix 2: Measuring learning and supplemental figures (S1, S2)
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